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Abstract

The goal of this paper is twofold. The overarching aim is to address the issue of egocentrism and to argue that conversational
participants are generally not egocentric. However, it also secondarily addresses the issue of the appropriate methods to use to study
perspective taking in conversation. I argue that we should not rely solely on narrow temporal focus, individualistic methodologies, such as
those used in Visual World eye-tracking studies, which tend to look at millisecond snapshots of the behavior of individuals rather than at
broad temporal swaths of behavior of dyads (or of larger groups of conversationalists). I also challenge the idea that in referential
communication there is a first automatic, egocentric phase of comprehension that is then followed by a conscious and effortful non-
egocentric phase.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The idea of perspective taking in conversation has been studied by psychologists and psycholinguists for some time.
For instance, there was a thriving literature in the 1960s and 1970s addressed to the issue of children’s referential
communication abilities. A referential communication task (or variants of it) designed by Krauss and Glucksberg (1969)
became the standard paradigm for measuring children’s referential communication abilities. Back then, one of the main
drivers of concern with this issue was the widespread assumption (derived from Piaget) that young children are egocentric
communicators, who, in both speaker and hearer roles, see things from their own perspectives and hence who frequently
produce messages that are not specific enough to enable their interlocutors to determine what they are referring to. By the
time this debate started to fizzle out, there was quit a lot of evidence that children (even ones under the age of 3) are by no
means trapped in their own egocentric worlds.

In the late-1990s, Keysar and his colleagues adapted the old referential communication paradigm from the 1960s and
married it with eye tracking using the Visual World paradigm in order to assess adult referential communication abilities.
They have found that the adult participants in their studies reveal an egocentric bias. Keysar has claimed that people
automatically use an egocentric perspective to anchor reference and only use their interlocutors’ perspectives when a
problem is detected, in which case they will make adjustments to account for alterative points of view (POVs) on the
referent. However, it is claimed that this second adjustment phase is effortful and under conscious control, unlike the
egocentric phase. See Keysar (2008) and Keysar et al. (2000, 2003).
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In the 2000s, this debate about adult egocentricity has heated up, with two competing camps emerging. In addition to
findings in line with Keysar’s claim, there are competing findings that show that adults use common ground information
(which includes information about what information one’s interlocutors have access to) from the very first moments of the
comprehension process, thereby casting doubt on the claim that perspective taking only occurs during a second, effortful
phase of communication. See Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008), Hanna et al. (2003) and Heller et al. (2008). See also the meta-
analysis by Rubio-Fernández (2008).

In the majority of studies from both camps, the emphasis has been on listener comprehension rather than speaker
production, since the speaker is typically a confederate of the experimenter, and only listeners are naïve participants. On
the face of it, if listeners are egocentric, there is a good chance speakers are too -- given that people have to switch back
and forth between these two roles in normal conversational exchanges. Thus one way to assess the merits of these
alternative sets of findings about adult referential comprehension is to look at adult referential production. Luckily there is
already some work done on adult referential communication that can be mined for relevant findings. In the 1990s, map
tasks and other interactive tasks were devised to assess adults’ abilities to communicate about routes and locations on a
map or locations on a game board (e.g., Brown, 1995; Schober, 1995; Yule, 1997). There is also data collected using
conversation analytic tools that is relevant to assessing the issue of perspective monitoring, such as data reported by
Goodwin (1995).

I argue that data collected from interactive tasks is better suited to assessing the egocentricity issue, since these tasks
require a joint construction of what is represented on the map or game board. The general format of the tasks used by
Keysar and his colleagues and by Tanenhaus and his collaborators is more static. Participants are given a series of
requests to move an object from one place in an array to another. Participants might view this task as a game that they can
get better at with each succeeding request to move an object. If so, they may develop some sort of game strategy that has
nothing to do with perspective monitoring. On the other hand, in an interactive task that unfolds in time and which requires
a back and forth exchange, where people alternately take up speaker and hearer roles, it is far more likely that people will
monitor one another’s POVs. I use the findings from these interactive tasks to reassess the current debate between those
who support Keysar’s two-phase model, which argues that common ground information is only taken into account during
an effortful second phase, and Tanenhaus’ multiple constraint model, which argues for early access to common ground
information.

The goal of this paper can be seen as twofold. The overarching aim is to address the issue of egocentrism and to argue
that conversational participants are generally not egocentric. However, I will also secondarily be addressing the issue as
to the appropriate methods to use to address the issue of perspective taking in conversation. I will be arguing that we
should not rely solely on narrow temporal focus, individualistic methodologies, such as those used in Visual World studies,
which tend to look at millisecond snapshots of the behavior of individuals rather than at broad temporal swaths of behavior
of dyads (or of larger groups of conversationalists).

2. Visual World studies of the role of common ground information in reference resolution

In this section I review some of the relevant findings regarding speaker and hearer egocentricity that use the Visual
World paradigm to assess speakers’ choices of referring expressions and hearers’ interpretations of such expressions.
One of the first such studies was reported by Keysar et al. (2000). They were concerned with listener comprehension
rather than speaker production. The question they asked is whether or not listeners take the speaker’s perspective into
account when interpreting the speaker’s referring expressions. They modified and updated an experimental paradigm that
was first devised in the 1960s to study children’s referential communication skills.

Participants in these experiments are told they will work with another person, who, unbeknownst to them, is a
confederate of the experimenters. The pair is seated at a table with an upright array of cubbyholes (containing objects of
various sorts, such as candles, apples, toy blocks, etc.) between them. Participants are assigned (seemingly randomly) to
the role of listener/matcher, and the confederate takes the role of speaker/director. Some objects in the array are visible to
both members of the pair, some are visible just to the matcher. The aim is for the matcher to move objects around in the
array according to instructions from the director, so that the objects are rearranged according to a picture that only
the director can see. Of course, the director is a confederate and is really just following a pre-arranged script (at least for
the portion of the experiment involving the crucial target objects).

The crucial part of the experiment comes when the director issues a command that can be interpreted differently from
the points of view of the director and the matcher. For example, there may be three candles in the display, a small, a
medium and a large one, but with only the medium and large ones visible from both the director’s and the matcher’s
perspectives. So, when the director utters (1) below, if the matcher is non-egocentric, he/she ought to interpret ‘small
candle’ as referring to what from his/her own perspective is the medium-sized candle, as only the large and medium-sized
candles are in the visual common ground:
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(1) Put the small candle above the large one.

Keysar and his colleagues wanted to know which objects listeners consider as potential referents, and whether and
when common ground information is taken into account in interpreting a speaker’s utterance. A head mounted eye tracker
was used to monitor where in the array the listener/matcher was looking, in order to determine which objects were
considered as potential referents. They compared number of looks by the listener to a speaker-occluded object in test
versus control conditions. In the control condition a small object of a different sort than the target object was in the speaker-
occluded place in the display. See Fig. 1.

Keysar and his collaborators found that there were more looks to the occluded object in the test as compared to the
control condition, and listeners looked longer at the occluded object in the test as compared to the control condition.
Moreover, listener’s first fixations on the target were faster in the control as compared to the test condition. They interpret
this as evidence that ‘‘the egocentric interpretation interfered with the initial consideration of the shared object [the target].’’
(Keysar et al., 2000:35)

Also, the listeners’ final fixation on the shared referent before they reached for it was delayed by 1,449 ms in the test as
compared to the control condition. Keysar and his colleagues conclude that their data shows that listeners had knowledge
of the speaker’s perspective and that ‘‘the perspective of the [speaker] played a role in error correction.’’ (Keysar et al.,
2000:35). They note that this error correction was not always fast enough. In 23% of trails, listener’s actually reached for
the occluded object, whereas this never happened in the control condition, and sometimes (17% of the cases) this
erroneous hand movement was not corrected and the occluded object was the one moved.

They ran a second experiment, this time getting the participants to help in setting up the displays, so that it ought to
have been very salient to participants that certain objects were occluded from the point of view of the director. They found
essentially the same results as for their first experiment. Keysar and his colleagues conclude that their results are
compatible with two theories:

No-Constraint Theory: Mutual knowledge puts no constraint in the initial phase of comprehension. Possible referents
are considered without regard to common ground information. Mutual knowledge is used only as a tool for error
correction.
Partial-Constraint Theory: Mutual knowledge exerts a partial constraint on comprehension. Knowledge that some
objects are not shared reduces the probability that they be considered as referents. Mutual knowledge thus plays two
roles. It reduces the probability that non-shared objects will be considered as possible referents, and it acts to correct
errors when such referents are considered.

Keysar and his collaborators have followed up with several variants on the experiments just discussed. These
further findings appear to confirm the stronger of the two theories, namely the No-Constraint Theory, according to
which the initial phase of utterance interpretation is not constrained by common ground information at all. Epley et al.
(2004) call the stronger view the Egocentric Anchoring and Adjustment model (EAAM). This model represents
referential processing as a two-stage process. In the early, automatic, phase of processing, listeners process speech
using only their own perspectives (both visual and cognitive perspectives) and settle on a potential referent. If they then
detect some problem with this initial assignment, a second, effortful stage of processing takes over. In this second
stage, which is under conscious control, common ground information is taken into account and referential repairs or
adjustments are made.
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One sign that perspective monitoring is a conscious, effortful process is that it can be disrupted by forcing listeners,
while they perform the referential communication task, to perform some unrelated task that requires working memory
resources. Keysar reports that indeed listeners are more egocentric under such conditions (see Keysar, 2007, 2008). If
perspective taking were automatic and available from the first moments of language comprehension, it should not be
possible to disrupt it in this way. Keysar also reports that participants with low working memory spans were significantly
more likely to reveal egocentric tendencies than high span subjects, another indicator that perspective taking is effortful,
whereas egocentric processes are automatic. To put this in terms recently popularized by Kahneman (2011), System 1
(the mental system that processes information fast, automatically, and subconsciously, and whose processing is
susceptible to stereotypical and emotional factors) is egocentric and only System 2 (the mental system that processes
information slowly, effortfully, and consciously, and that can take account of logical and probabilistic factors) is capable of
perspective taking.

Rubio-Fernández (2008) and Heller et al. (2008) have pointed out a couple of problems for the claims made by Keysar
et al. (2000). Firstly, in their test condition, the speaker-occluded object is always the object that best fits the speaker’s
description and saliently so. This salience may make it difficult for listeners to inhibit looks to this object. Secondly, as
Rubio-Fernández points out, the main measure that Keysar and his colleagues have used when arguing in favor of their
EAAM -- namely frequency of looks to the speaker-occluded object in test versus control conditions -- doesn’t support the
strong conclusion that common ground information is initially ignored. Nor is this conclusion supported by the finding that
first fixations on the occluded object are faster than first fixations on the target in the test condition. This first fixation data is
compatible with the salience hypothesis and does not entail that common ground is initially ignored and only accessed in a
second effortful stage of processing. A salient object may attract looks and initially swamp simultaneous perspective-
monitoring processes that favor looks to the target.

Keysar may respond to this second objection by saying that the finding that final fixations on the target object were
delayed in the test versus the control condition supports EAAM. This final fixation data is evidence that it is effortful to
correct for an egocentric bias and to take common ground information into account. However, the test setup in Keysar’s
study would have required participants to code the target object in test conditions in two different ways. An initial visual
scan of the object array would undoubtedly have produced a perceptual coding of a small, a medium and a large candle.
Taking account of the additional information about which of these objects is in the matcher’s privileged ground would then
require a double coding of the visually presented medium candle. It would have to be coded both as medium-for-self as
well as small-for-other. So not only does the matcher need to take account of the different visual perspectives of director
and matcher, but also has to deal with multiple property assignments to a single object. This need for multiple coding is an
alternative explanation for the processing delays rather than that perspective taking per se is effortful. Thus overall,
Keysar’s fixation data does not support EAAM.

As to the first objection -- that the speaker-occluded object is always the best fit to the speaker’s description -- Keysar
counters this by saying that even if there are two equally good candidates fitting the speaker’s description -- e.g., if the
speaker utters the description ‘the small candle’ and both the target object and the speaker-occluded object are small
candles -- listeners still respond egocentrically. In an experiment in which just such a change was made, Keysar and his
collaborators found that listeners frequently responded by asking ‘Which one?’. If listeners were behaving non-
egocentrically, they would rule out the speaker-occluded candle as a potential referent, since from the speaker’s point of
view, the candle in the common ground is unambiguously the target referent (see Keysar, 2007, 2008).

However, Tanenhaus and his colleagues have results from online Visual World studies that directly contradict what
Keysar (2007, 2008) reports about cases in which there are two objects that fit the speaker’s description. Nadig and
Sedivy (2002) and Hanna et al. (2003) used a similar experimental design to the one mentioned by Keysar (2007, 2008).
In the crucial test condition, a speaker’s description is ambiguous from the listener’s privileged point of view, but
unambiguous if the listener is able to take common ground information into account. In opposition to Keysar’s findings,
Tanenhaus and his colleagues find that, in the test condition, listeners look preferentially at the object in common ground
as opposed to the speaker-occluded object that is an equally good fit for the speaker’s description. Thus listeners are able
to take common ground information into account in reference resolution.

Based on a comment in Keysar et al. (2003:31), one might respond on Keysar’s behalf that listeners in Tanenhaus’
studies invoke common ground information precisely because they need to resolve an egocentric ambiguity they have
detected. In other words, Keysar could argue that the need for ambiguity resolution triggers a second, effortful stage of
processing that uses common ground information. So Tanenhaus’ findings are compatible with Keysar’s two-stage
EAAM. In response to this, Heller et al. (2008) used a design with globally unambiguous descriptions that were temporarily
ambiguous. This allowed them to show that listeners use common ground information early, contrary to the predictions of
EAAM. They created object arrays that either had one or two size contrasts and where one of the crucial objects was either
in the matcher’s privileged ground or in the common ground. Crossing these two factors yields four test conditions.

Heller et al. (2008) make the assumption that an utterance of the form ‘big X’ presupposes that there is a contrasting,
non-big, X in the set of currently available discourse referents. Suppose the director issues an instruction using the definite
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description ‘the big duck’. In the condition in which there is only a single size contrast (e.g., a big and a small rubber duck
along with two other unrelated objects of different sizes), listeners ought to be able to resolve the director’s reference as
soon as they have processed the adjective ‘big’. On the other hand, in the condition in which there are two size contrasts
(e.g., a big and a small duck as well as a big and a small box), the director’s reference cannot be resolved until the matcher
has processed the noun ‘duck’. And indeed, this is what Heller et al. (2008) found, namely that the proportion of looks to
the target increased 200 ms after onset of the adjective in the single-contrast condition whereas in the dual-contrast
condition this increase was delayed until roughly 200 ms after the onset of the noun. However, the crucial test for early use
of common ground is what happens when one member of a pair of size-contrasting objects is in the matcher’s privileged
ground. If matchers are monitoring the director’s perspective from the start, then the dual-contrast condition with one
member of a pair of size-contrasting objects in the matcher’s privileged ground should behave like the single-contrast
conditions. That is, the temporary ambiguity can be resolved as soon as the adjective has been processed. This is what
Heller et al. (2008) found, demonstrating that matchers use common ground information right away and not only when
they detect some (global) ambiguity or other such problem.

Further evidence that listeners engage in perspective monitoring and that they can use the information derived from
such monitoring early in language processing comes from Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008). They designed a two-person
game meant to illicit WH-questions from speakers. Pragmatically, informational WH-questions imply that the speaker
lacks the requested information and that the hearer possesses that information. In other words, at the time that the request
for information is made, the requested information is assumed to not yet be in the common ground. Using the by now
standard Visual World set up with an array of objects in which some objects are visible to both speaker and hearer, some
only to the speaker, and some only to the hearer, Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008) tested to see whether WH-questions would
prompt the hearer to look preferentially to the objects in his/her privileged ground. If this could be demonstrated, it would
show that hearers are sensitive to their interlocutor’s needs and aware of the difference between what is already common
knowledge and what is not (yet) shared knowledge.1

Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008) report the results of two experiments. In the first experiment, experimental participants
played the game in pairs, with one person in the pair set up for eye tracking. Participants saw 6-by-6 visual arrays of
items (with a third of the items in the visual common ground and a third in each of the two players’ visual privileged
grounds). As both players were naïve, they were not following any particular linguistic script. Nevertheless, the rules
of the game made it pretty likely that WH-questions of the following form would be elicited during the course of the
game:

(2) What’s next to/above/below the X with the Y?

In the second experiment, the array was simplified to a 3-by-3 array and one of the partners was replaced by a
confederate of the experimenters who followed a script and inserted WH-questions at various points in the game that
allowed for tighter experimental control. In particular, WH-questions that are temporarily ambiguous are asked in
conditions that either allow for early or late disambiguation. Now, consider the following WH-question:

(3) What’s above the cow with the hat?

This can be asked in either an early or a late visual disambiguation condition. In the late visual disambiguation
condition, there are two cows in the visual common ground, one with glasses and the other with a hat. Both cows are
initially potential referents for ‘the cow’, since both cows have something above them that is in the hearer’s privileged
ground. It is only when the hearer processes the PP ‘with the hat’ that the WH-question is fully disambiguated. However, in
the early visual disambiguation condition, even though both cows are in the visual common ground, what is above one of
them is also in the visual common ground. Hence as soon as the hearer processes ‘the cow’, the question can be
disambiguated in favor of asking about the (unique) cow that has something above it that is hidden from the speaker.

Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008) also had a condition that they called the early linguistic disambiguation condition. In this
condition, participants heard WH-questions like (2) in visual conditions just like the late disambiguation condition.
However, participants in this condition had already processed a WH-question whose answer established what was in the
cell above one of these cows, so that even though the object above that cow was still in the hearer’s visual privileged
ground, it was already in the linguistic common ground. So the early linguistic disambiguation condition should behave just
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like the early visual disambiguation condition. As soon as the hearer processes ‘the cow’ he/she should look preferentially
at the (unique) cow that has something above it that is neither in the visual nor the linguistic common ground.

What Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008) found was that listeners are indeed sensitive to what is and is not yet in the common
ground and use this awareness to discriminate target referents of definite descriptions. So in the early disambiguation
conditions (both visual and linguistic), proportions of looks to the target as compared to the competitor diverged 400 ms
after onset of the noun (‘cow’), whereas in the late disambiguation condition this divergence happened only around
700 ms, after the onset of the disambiguating noun (e.g., ‘hat’). This reliable difference shows that listeners are able to
monitor the common ground and tell what is and is not currently in the common ground. The fact that listeners’ behavior in
the visual and linguistic early disambiguation conditions was similar shows that listeners are also able to update their
representations of the common ground as the game progresses. So when things hidden from one person’s point of view
are talked about, this once-privileged information is added to the common ground.

Let me end this section with the following observation about the experimental work discussed above. With the
exception of Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008) Experiment 1, all the experiments reported so far have focused on listener
perspective-monitoring skills, as the speakers in these experiments are always confederates of the experimenters, who
follow a script rather than issue directions spontaneously. So what can this tell us about speaker perspective-taking skills?

Keysar et al. (2000) end their paper with some reflections on why an egocentric strategy might be a good one for a
listener to follow. They mention Herbert Simons’s idea of ‘‘saticficing’’. The idea here would be that the egocentric strategy
is an easy one for listeners to follow and is reliable most of the time, so there is no point in using a more laborious strategy
to filter out only the shared objects first, before selecting a referent from among those shared objects. The idea would be to
just go ahead and pick the object that seems right from your perspective, and usually you’ll be right, because you can rely
on speakers to be helpful and to design their messages in such a way that by relying on your own perspective you will
succeed in understanding the speaker’s referential intentions. However, it cannot be assumed that speakers try to be
helpful in this way. After all, people typically occupy both speaker and hearer roles alternately. So if as hearers they relax
into an egocentric mode, why should they switch to a non-egocentric, ‘‘audience-design’’ mode as speakers? And indeed,
in later work, Keysar (2007, 2008) argues in favor of the view that people are egocentric, period, whether they are
occupying the role of speaker or of listener. Overall, it would seem reasonable to assume that if people are egocentric as
hearers, they are equally likely to be egocentric as speakers.

3. Some conceptual problems for the VW paradigm and for EAAM

Thus far I have been surveying competing experimental findings about adult egocentricity from within a certain
experimental paradigm -- the Visual World paradigm. Keysar’s group has consistently found evidence that adults are
initially egocentric (supporting the EAAM), whereas Tanenhaus’ group has consistently found evidence that adults use
common ground information early in processing (supporting their multiple constraint model). One question that arises is
why the competing camps should have arrived at such different results.

One obvious difference is that Tanenhaus’ group has been more careful to set up situations in which participants will be
motivated to monitor their interlocutors’ information states. As already discussed, Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008) used a
setup in which informational WH-questions are used to prompt listeners to act, and such questions pragmatically
presuppose an ignorant speaker and an informed listener. The setup used by Keysar et al. (2000), on the other hand, is
less likely to induce perspective monitoring and more likely to induce a gaming mentality in participants, since there is no
reason for participants to think that the mental states of another person will be especially relevant to their success on the
experimental task.

Also, while Keysar’s group seems to have consistently found evidence that people are initially egocentric in their
responses, there is one dramatic exception to this finding. Wu and Keysar (2007) found evidence for what they call the
Attentional Hypothesis, which states that people from cultures that emphasize interdependence among community
members (such as people from mainland China) tend to focus their attention on others and away from themselves and
thus that these people are likely to be better perspective takers than people from individualistic cultures (such as those
born and raised in the United States), who tend to focus on themselves. Using the same communication game and the
Visual World paradigm that Keysar et al. (2000) used, Wu and Keysar compared the behavior of two groups of
participants, namely a group of native Mandarin speakers who had lived in the United States for less than nine months and
a group of English speakers from the United States. They found that the English speakers showed evidence of being
trapped initially into an egocentric response, whereas the Mandarin speakers never were. Wu and Keysar conclude that
one’s cultural training can overcome one’s initial egocentric bias.

Even setting to one side Wu and Keysar’s reliance on the questionable stereotypes of ‘‘individualistic Westerners’’
versus ‘‘collectivist Asians’’, their findings ought to make one question the earlier results that Keysar claims support the
EAAM. Perspective monitoring is supposed to be a second, effortful stage of processing that only kicks in when problems
are detected with a person’s initial egocentric response. However, the Mandarin speakers apparently responded
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effortlessly in a non-egocentric way. Thus cultural training can apparently override our allegedly automatic, subconscious
egocentric bias.

Note that cultural training usually does not have such an effect on truly subconscious, automatic biases. Take
visual illusions, for example. One can train oneself to know that these are illusions, but one can’t stop one’s
visual system from being tricked in the appropriate visual conditions. That is, the visual processes that result in one’s
experience of the illusion cannot be overcome by cultural training. (It has been claimed that some visual illusions,
such as the Muller-Lyer illusion, are only experienced by members of cultures that have been trained to view two-
dimensional drawings as representative of three-dimensional objects. This is irrelevant to my current point, so long
as it is acknowledged that there are some illusions that are experienced universally by humans, which as far as I
know has been acknowledged, even by those who claim that the Muller-Lyer illusion is culture-specific.) On the
other hand, the automatic egocentric bias that Keysar claims we have apparently can be overcome by cultural
training. This suggests that the egocentric bias revealed by English speakers in Keysar’s experiments might not be
as ‘‘automatic’’ as the EAAM supposes. If this response can be shifted around by pragmatic factors (such as those in
Tanenhaus’ experiments) and cultural expectations (such as those in Wu and Keysar’s experiment), this is a
challenge to EAAM.

There is an even more fundamental conceptual difficultly in understanding the two-stage process assumed by EAAM.
Allegedly, the second effortful stage of perspective taking is triggered when a problem is detected with the result of the first
egocentric phase of comprehension. But what is the problem that is detected? One cannot say that the problem involves
the recognition by the listener (ego) of a difficulty on the part of the speaker (alter), as this would presuppose perspective
taking on the part of the listener, something that according to Keysar’s model only happens after recognition of a problem.
So the problem that is detected must be a problem for ego. Perhaps the problem is that a goal of ego’s is frustrated.
However, it is unclear what this goal would be. From ego’s point of view all is well. An object has been identified and
apparently the goal has been achieved. What, besides a recognition of alter’s frustrations and the recognition that a
mutual goal has not been met, could push ego out of his solipsism? There are therefore strong conceptual reasons for
thinking that creatures who do not take the perspective of the other right from the start of the comprehension process will
forever be trapped in a solipsistic world.

Empirical psychologists such as Keysar will undoubtedly be dismissive of this ‘‘philosophical nitpicking’’. The idea that
there are two systems (one automatic and dumb and the other conscious and smart) has become entrenched in cognitive
psychology over the past few decades. Keysar’s EAAM is simply one manifestation of this trend. Thus a claim that it
involves some sort of conceptual confusion when applied to conversational interactions is unlikely to be well received.
However, this is my claim. Conversational interactions are purposive behaviors that involve an exchange between (at
least) a speaker and a listener and wouldn’t even count as a conversation unless, with respect to all parties to the
exchange, the self (ego) is monitoring the other (alter) right from the start of the process. The idea of a self and an ‘‘other’’
with differing perspectives is built into the very idea of a conversational exchange. If the parties had exactly the same
perspectives there would be nothing to exchange.2

I do not deny that there is a lot of unconscious, automatic processing going on during conversational exchanges and
that these processes support the representational states of the partners in the talk exchange. But those subconscious
processes are at a different level from the states and events that constitute the ‘‘moves’’ or stages in the conversational
exchange. The subconscious processes are not the first, early stages of the exchange that are then followed by conscious
stages. The subconscious processes are going on all the time and are presumably necessary though not sufficient (lots of
things in the external physical and social environments of the conversational partners are also necessary) for the
exchange to take place.

The arguments in this section are intended to support a fairly strong claim that speakers and hearers in a genuine
conversational exchange cannot be egocentric and that the EAAM, which supposes an initial egocentric phase to
communication, is conceptually incoherent. In the following section I suggest that there are methodological
shortcomings to the experimental paradigm used by Keysar et al. (2000) and that alternative paradigms might be better
suited to revealing the way in which perspective taking is essential to conversational exchanges at all stages of the
process.
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4. Methodological problems for the Visual World paradigm

There are several problems with the Visual World studies presented in section 2 above. Firstly, it is somewhat
problematic to draw conclusions about perspective-taking in conversation on the basis of data collected in such artificial
settings, since it is by no means certain that strategies people use for determining referents in these one-off trials are the
same ones they would use in the course of an ordinary conversation -- where, for example, there may be multiple turns
between conversationalists before reference is resolved and where reference resolution may be a joint effort because the
speaker herself has no clear entity in mind at the start of the conversation. Secondly, although in all the experiments
reported above it is assumed that the roles of director and matcher are the same as the roles of speaker and listener, this
can also be challenged. This presupposes that the commitments one has when occupying the role of speaker will always
align with those one has when one occupies the role of director. But we will see below that this is not guaranteed.

In this section I briefly discuss the work of three other researchers, namely Goodwin (1995), Schober (1995), and
Brown (1995), who have used rather different methodologies and come to rather different conclusions about the nature of
conversational exchanges from the ones that Keysar and his colleagues have argued for. This work will not be discussed
in as much detail as the research discussed in section 2. The work in section 2 was explicitly directed at testing the
hypothesis that conversationalists are egocentric. The work reported in this section, on the other hand, does not have
such a specific aim. Nevertheless, I think that, taken together, this research brings to light ways of thinking about
perspective taking and methods for investigating perspective taking that could help us to refine the hypotheses that are
tested by the methodologies discussed in section 2.

Goodwin (1995) analyzes real-time, non-scripted, conversation as it unfolds in naturalistic settings, using the
techniques of Conversation Analysis (CA). One of the issues Goodwin (1995) touches on concerns requests for
information. As already noted in the discussion of Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008) in the previous section, such requests
presuppose both what Goodwin calls a knowing recipient (K+) and an unknowing recipient (K!). Furthermore, as
Goodwin points out, these roles reverse from the conversational turn in which a request is made to the turn in which an
answer is given. A request for information presupposes that the speaker lacks knowledge whereas the hearer possesses
it; an answer to that request presupposes the speaker possesses knowledge but the hearer lacks it.

Goodwin’s study provides a nice counterpoint to the work of Brown-Schmidt et al. (2008), who are concerned with the
processing of WH-questions in controlled experimental settings. Goodwin’s data, on the other hand, allows us to see
whether people in naturalistic settings are able to monitor the knowledge states of their interlocutors and modify their
utterances in the light of such perspective monitoring.

Goodwin (1995) reports that speakers in such settings are indeed sensitive to the knowledge states of their audience.
This can be illustrated in a situation in which there is more than one recipient of a speaker’s message, including the target
recipient and a silent partner (one who is nevertheless a ratified conversational participant, rather than an overhearer or
eavesdropper), but where these recipients have different knowledge states. In the conversational segment below, three
people, Pat, Jere and Chil are teaching a fourth person, Ann, how to play bridge. Pat is trying to explain the bidding system
to Ann. Pat says:

Ann   ,,Chil    …
(4) Now if ya have thirteen points:, (1. 0)  counting voi: ds? singl etons en doubl etons

right?

In the above transcription, the number in parentheses indicates the length of a pause, and the colon represents a
lengthening of the preceding sound. A line above a segment indicates that the speaker is gazing toward the person whose
name appears above the line. In this situation, Ann lacks knowledge that the others possess. So Pat’s utterance begins
with an assertive tone, which is appropriate, as Ann is being informed about something that she is ignorant of. But midway,
Pat looks at Ann and notices than Ann is looking away in Chil’s direction. Pat’s gaze is then directed toward Chil, who is
knowledgeable about the rules of bridge. So an assertive tone is no longer appropriate, and indeed Pat’s intonation
changes to a questioning one. This is a signal that Pat recognizes that Chil is someone who possesses relevant expertise.
So this can be interpreted as a request from Pat to Chil to confirm that what Ann is being told is indeed correct.

This shows that speakers are indeed sensitive to the knowledge states of their interlocutors and able to make fine-
tuned adjustments (even mid-utterance) to account for changing perspectives. Of course, one could challenge this
conclusion on the grounds that there are alternative explanations for Pat’s behavior. Perhaps the change in Pat’s gaze
and the change in his/her intonation are only accidentally and not causally correlated. This cannot be ruled out, and is one
shortcoming of the method of CA, since it depends on a detailed analysis of particular conversational exchanges rather
than on statistical generalizations across many such exchanges. Nevertheless, sophisticated and experienced
conversational analysts such as Goodwin are attuned to patterns across conversations and offer their interpretations in
the light of such patterns. This methodological point is made by Haugh (2012) is his defense of interactionist (including
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conversational analytic) analyses of the way in which mutual understanding emerges across conversational turns. Haugh
writes:

The final principle is that analyses should be grounded in prior research that demonstrates interactional practices
that are found to be recurrent in situated discourse. . .in order to attest to the relative plausibility of the ‘‘possible
understandings’’ that are proposed. In other words, a putative understanding can be justified with reference to prior
studies that illustrate recognizable (to the participants) ways of accomplishing such understandings. (Haugh,
2012:180).

Turning now to the work of Schober (1995), he is interested in whether people are able to monitor and use information
about the spatial perspectives of their interlocutors in the course of a conversational interaction. He addresses the
question as to whether people choose perspectives that minimize their mental effort, and if so whose effort they attempt to
minimize. Will speakers adopt frames of reference that minimize effort for their interlocutors, or will they adopt egocentric
frames of reference that minimize their own effort, or will they adopt neutral frames of reference that balance out the effort
for both parties to the conversation?

Schober assumes that taking a non-egocentric perspective requires mental effort and is interested in three competing
models that explain why and under what circumstances it takes effort -- the mental rotation model, the word-reversal
model, and the egocentric/non-egocentric model. However, this aspect of Schober’s work is of less concern to me in this
paper, and I won’t address it further.

In discussions of spatial reference, such as Levinson (2003), it is common to distinguish between relative, intrinsic and
absolute frames of reference. The descriptions in the sentences below illustrate these three sorts of spatial reference
frames respectively:

(5) It is the house on the right.

(6) It is the house to the right of the church.

(7) It is the house on the northwest corner of the intersection.

In the case of (5), the reference depends on a frame that is centered on the viewer, who could be either the speaker or
the addressee or perhaps even a third party. Consider the following variants of (5): ‘‘It is the house on the right as you come
over the hill’’ (addressee’s right). ‘‘Tell him that is the house on the right as he comes over the hill’’ (third person’s right). In
the case of (6), I am assuming that churches have intrinsic fronts, backs and sides. So here the frame of reference is
centered on the church. There is of course also a reading of (6) where the reference relies on a relative frame of reference
-- the description would be synonymous with something like ‘‘the house to the right of the church from my/your/his vantage
point’’ and may refer to a house on the intrinsic left of the church. The example in (7) should need no further explanation.

In the experiment reported by Schober (1995), he used a task that required a director to describe the locations of
shapes on a game board to a matcher. Participants were randomly assigned to the roles of director and matcher and they
sat on either side of a visual barrier so that they had to communicate purely verbally (not by means of gestures or eye
gaze). Identical game boards were placed in front of them. The game board consisted of 24 shapes. See Fig. 2 for a
representation of the game board:

The experimenter shuffled a set of transparent plastic chips (numbered 1 through 18, plus 6 blank ones) and placed
them on the shapes on the director’s board. The shapes could still be seen through the chips. The matcher was then given
another such set of numbered chips. The task was for the director to instruct the matcher as to how to place the chips on
the shapes, starting with chip 1 and progressing up to chip 18. Sometimes the two players saw the board from the same
perspective and sometimes the matcher’s board was offset by either 908 or 1808. The director’s game board always had a
mark to indicate what the matcher’s perspective on the board was. Each pair played three rounds of the game. On the third
round the director and matcher roles were switched.

Schober transcribed all interchanges and identified all the expressions that embodied a particular perspective. These
were principally locative phrases (80%), such as ‘at the right of ’, ‘toward the left of ’, ‘southwest of ’, ‘across from’, etc.
There were also a number of directional phrases (18%) that were coded as embodying a perspective -- phrases such as
‘on the way to’, ‘across the board’, ‘to your left’, etc. Schober then assigned these perspectival expressions to one of the
following five categories: (i) Director centered; (ii) Matcher centered; (iii) Both-centered; (iv) Object centered; or (v)
Neutral.

In addition to being coded as director or matcher centered, expressions were coded as speaker or addressee centered.
For example, if a director says ‘on my left’ and the matcher replies ‘yes, on your left’, the first expression would be speaker-
centered and the second addressee-centered, but both would be director centered.
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Schober found that directors used quite complex descriptions using several perspectival expressions for each shape,
although the number needed decreased with each successive round. Negotiating the location of each shape took many
conversational turns, and the pairs adopted many different sorts of strategies (e.g., adopting a clock metaphor for the
board, or dividing it into quadrants). However, directors were highly successful in communicating locations. There were
only a handful of errors at the end of round 1 and no errors at all in rounds 2 and 3.

In order to see how directors’ patterns of perspective use changed over time, Schober divided the complex
perspectivals for the 18 shapes from each round into sextiles (descriptions for first 3 shapes, next three, and so on).
Schober found that when director and matcher shared perspectives, directors used predominantly both-centered
(62.5%) and neutral (34%) expressions. In the off-set conditions, whether off-set by 908 or 1808, directors used
predominantly addressee centered (36.5%) and neutral (55.5%) expressions. As for matchers, they also used
predominantly both-centered (65%) and neutral (32%) descriptions in the shared perspective condition. In the off-set
conditions they used mostly neutral (45%) or speaker-centered (42%) descriptions. However, note that these speaker-
centered descriptions correspond to the addressee centered ones offered by the director. In other words, both players
were adopting the matcher’s perspective and continued to adopt this perspective even as they switched back and forth
between the speaker and addressee roles. In other words, they adopted perspectives at the level of the task, as
information bearer and information seeker and when not using neutral descriptions, they privileged the perspective of the
information seeker.

These results can be used to cast doubt on Keysar’s claim to have found that listener’s (the matcher’s in his tasks) are
egocentric. Since he was not careful to make a distinction between the role of matcher and the role of listener, what look at
first to be egocentric responses may not be egocentric at all, but rather matcher-centric. So all in all, the results discussed
in this section that come from more naturalistic and/or interactive tasks tend to favor the findings of Tanenhaus and his
colleagues rather than of Keysar and his colleagues. There is no indication that people have an automatic tendency to
adopt their own points of view and that they only undertake perspective monitoring when problems are detected.

To conclude this section, I will very briefly mention the work of Brown (1995). She investigated referential
communication using a map task. This task does a better job than the tasks used in Keysar’s Visual World studies of
simulating naturalistic conversational exchanges in which referring expressions must be used. The advantages of the
map task are very similar to the ones we found for the task designed by Schober (1995) discussed above.

In Brown’s map task, pairs of participants are each given a copy of a map. However, the maps have varying amounts of
information, and each map has different details and, in some cases, a different symbol (key) system. One participant has a
route marked on the map while the other participant does not. The goal of the task is for the first participant (the guide) to
help the second participant (the follower) to mark the route on the follower’s map. The participants can see and hear each
other, but cannot see each other’s map. The follower’s goal is to produce a map with the correct route. Although Brown
sometimes writes as though success on this task is an objective measure of listener understanding, it is really an objective
measure of successful communicative interaction between the pair, as the partners in the map task alternate between

Fig. 2. Game board from Schober (1995).



speaker and listener roles. Brown discusses how, through a series of deictic expressions, the guide constructs his or her
particular viewpoint for the follower. Once the follower successfully understands this viewpoint, the guide is more easily
able to ‘‘lead’’ the follower through the route provided by the task.

Brown also used a second task, known as the ‘‘Stolen Letter Task’’. In this task listeners must reconstruct a series of
events, using some information that is common to all participants, as well as privileged information that is known only by
individual participants. I won’t discuss this second task or Brown’s findings regarding this task in this paper.

As to the results of the map task, Brown argues that they show that successful interpretation is ‘‘adequate’’
interpretation -- the listener understands enough to successfully complete the task. An adequate interpretation is one that
best serves both the speaker and the listener in achieving the goals extant in the conversational interaction. Disagreement
between a speaker and a listener about how to conceptualize an object is not necessarily a barrier to successful
communication about that object. Moreover, the listener often ignores information that is not immediately relevant and
selects information that is apposite at the time the speaker is talking. That is, a speaker’s ‘‘over-informativeness’’ is not
necessarily a barrier to communication.

Overall, what Brown’s findings show is that successful communication is a joint endeavor of both conversational
partners and that what is co-constructed is something mutually available to the partners, not some inner or private thought
that belongs only to one or other of the partners. In the following section I discuss the notion of joint meaning construction
in a bit more detail.

5. Joint reference construction

One problem with the sort of experimental setup that Keysar and his colleagues have used is that it presupposes that
conclusions about speaker and listener egocentricity can be drawn on the basis of snapshots of an interactive and
ongoing process. (The same critique applies to Tanenhaus and his colleagues, even though their results are in line with
those found in interactive tasks.) One response from a listener at a particular, scripted moment in time is captured and
analyzed (e.g., when asked to move the small candle, does the listener interpret this as small-for-self candle or small-for
other candle?). But naturalistic conversations are not like this at all. Isolating a single response in this way may give one
quite the wrong impression as to whether and whose perspectives are being monitored.

For one thing, it may take several conversational turns for a speaker’s reference to be resolved, and this may be a joint
process requiring contributions from both speaker and addressee. Overstreet and Yule (1997) discuss a process that they
call locally contingent categorization. They have in mind categorizations that depend on the use of what they call general
extenders, which are expressions such as ‘and stuff (like that)’; ‘and what have you’; ‘and such’; ‘and (all) this/that sort of
business/crap/junk/stuff/shit’; ‘or something (like that)’; ‘or whatever’.

Their point is that sometimes there may be no word or ready-made phrase that picks out just the category of things a
speaker has in mind. Thus the speaker uses a term picking out an exemplar plus one of these general extenders and then
relies on the listener to use shared information from the conversational context (including both perceptually and
conceptually available shared information) to narrow down the category being referred to. Two examples they discuss are
as follows (I have abbreviated them):

(8) Joy: Do they have good restaurants an’ stuff?
Roger: No, no. They don’t have good restaurants. They have funky little places to eat.

(9) Nicole: My husband just broke in and he’s ranting and raving.
Operator: Has he been drinking or anything?
Nicole: No, but he’s crazy.
Operator: Did he hit you?
Nicole: No.

In (8), Roger’s response indicates that he has narrowed down the category that Joy intended to refer to as one that
includes only fine dining establishments. In (9), exactly what category of threat the husband represents is something that
is emerges in the course of the question-answer sequence between Nicole and the 911-operator. Haugh (2012)
discusses several examples of recorded conversations where interpretations are negotiated over several
conversational turns. These are examples in which what is at issue is what has been conversationally implied.
However, I would argue that similar considerations apply when what is at issue are a speaker’s referential intentions.
Thus in (8), Joy may not have had any very specific category in mind at first. But Roger interprets her as referring to fine
dining establishments and if she doesn’t object, then this more specific category will indeed emerge as the object of her
referential intentions.
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6. Conclusions about egocentricity

In this paper I have in effect been comparing two conceptions of communication. One is individual-centered and
focuses on narrow time slices of conversations -- sometimes just a single conversational turn. The other is multi-agent-
centered and focuses on a broader swath of conversational turn taking. That there are two such opposed views will not be
news to anyone, since these two theoretical/ideological frameworks have co-existed for decades. Nor will it be particularly
surprising to be told that contemporary cognitive science (including most of the work being done in psycholinguistics) is
carried out largely against the backdrop of the first individualist, narrow temporal focus conception of communication. I
hope, however, that the findings from the broad focus multi-agent centered framework that I’ve showcased in sections 4
and 5 will convince you that it is a mistake to jump to conclusions about speaker and listener egocentricity from the results
of psycholinguistic experiments that use narrow temporal focus, individualist methods. When listeners who are artificially
isolated from an interactive conversational context fail to take common ground information into account, we cannot
conclude that listeners are not able to automatically take common ground information into account.

I am not claiming that experimental methods in psychology are useless and/or irrelevant to understanding perspective-
taking abilities. When pragmatic factors are carefully controlled for, as they are in the sorts of experiments carried out by
Tanenhaus and his collaborators, individualistic methods can give us a glimpse of the essentially social processes of
conversational interaction. However, the findings from these psycholinguistic experiments should be considered
alongside the findings of sociolinguists who use other methodologies, such as conversational analysis.

Moreover, there are experimental psychologists who are working in a less individualist tradition than Keysar and his
colleagues, and their work is relevant to the issue of perspective taking in conversation. For example, Clark (1997), Clark
and Krych (2004), Schober and Clark (1989), and Wilkes-Gibbs (1997) have used methods from experimental psychology
to test their interactionist and collaborative picture of communication. One relevant finding is that on interactive referential
communication tasks (such as map tasks), overhearers do worse than matchers. This is evidence that directors and
matchers on map tasks co-construct an understanding of locations on the map over several conversational turns. Being a
passive overhearer, even one privy to all the information exchanged between the director and the matcher, is insufficient
for the full understanding created in the course of a conversational exchange.

Furthermore, there is work done by Eshghi and Healey (2009) from a more computational perspective that points to the
importance of active participation in the co-construction of meaning and reference. Eshghi and Healey found that within a
conversation there may be distinct ‘‘dialogue contexts’’ or conversational strands that are associated with sub-groups of
the conversational participants, and that these alignments are explained by who is actively participating at particular
points, rather than just by conversational topic, say.

In the context of this special volume whose theme is ‘Focus on the speaker’, my conclusion is that it is a mistake to
focus on just the speaker or just the listener. We must take account of the whole conversational setting and all the agents
involved. Typically this would include a speaker and an addressee, but may also include other ratified participants, as in
the conversation recorded by Goodwin (1995) that was discussed in section 4. Moreover, there is a considerable body of
evidence, some of which has been surveyed in sections 4 and 5 above, in support of the conclusion that conversational
participants are very sensitive to their interlocutors’ perspectives and that such sensitivity is necessary, given that they are
engaged in the co-construction of meaning and reference.
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